
Like Normal Houses

I’m going over to my parents’ house for an overdue dinner. A visit I can’t find an excuse

to miss. We exchange the usual half-assed conversations in bi-weekly phone calls:

“How have you been?”

“Good. We still have trouble with stray cats your mom feeds—”

“And your dad bought some more cards.”

“Glad to hear nothing’s changed.”

Sprinkle in a dry chuckle to keep the back-and-forth occupied with some kind of sound.

Laugh a little bit to break up the monotony of talking, and count minutes. Then count seconds

until things are finally done. I haven’t seen them in-person for two years.

The invitation was sent via a shared Facebook account that both my mother and father

use to share photos of dogs as well as argue the merits of trickle-down economics with

millennials they don’t know. Notifications from their wall pop up now and then, and I remember

to like them or add some generic comment most of the time:

“I’ll have to check this out.”

“Thanks so much for telling me.”

It’s the least I could do, and the only reason I’m still chained to the website.

I graduated with a 4-year degree in Business Administration, and I make my living

fine-tuning products to be anywhere from half a percent, to one-point-three percent more likely

to be purchased by the Johns and Janes that walk through Wal-Mart. People like to buy stuff.

They can never have enough stuff. The difference between someone’s wants and their needs is

vast, especially for all those middle-class families that have worked their whole lives and are no
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longer in any real danger of poverty. These are the kind of people that ridicule the purchase of

lottery tickets while making sure to keep track of their lucky numbers, dull their daily pains with

a new TV, trade up their cars every decade or so, and always turn their heads at big, black, SALE

signs.

The house looks older, and so do my parents. Two years looks more like five when you

get past your mid-sixties, but I might be too used to minute details. I live in a spartan apartment,

and my folks are hoarders. They offered to pick me up, but that’s a trap to gate when I can and

cannot leave the isolated country home they’ve had paid off since I first started college. Nestled

in fields of corn and beans, the smell of manure and chemical pesticides tags in and out with the

smell of snow. From a low burn to a complete void in your nose, back and forth in the two

skewed Minnesota seasons: summer and winter. Out the car window, I can see frost and dirt, and

an old, off-white house on a five-acre property split between the grassy area surrounding the

building and a forest.

The two-story place my parents live in isn’t entirely off-white; it’s technically half

“scotch mist” and half “water chestnut,” a pair of decisions that my parents made as a cute show

of joint control over their lives. It’s mostly just “pale smoke” now, with the age, the water

damage, and the winds that get worse and worse for each tree that dies. I hate to remember the

dirt track leading off the asphalt road and into the wooded absence that hides the house.

My mom’s bundled up as she pours food into rough green and brown plastic bowls. Half

a dozen outdoor cats swarm her legs and try to nudge the food from her hands. They’ll push

against her under the guise of petting to get every little bit they can—cats would make excellent

salespeople. She sees the car on the gravel driveway and waves with a warm smile, obscured

slightly by grey wires of hair. I can see the same early shades of that anti-color streak through my
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own brown mop. The driveway is still a bit lumpy from decades of water that seeps in between

the rocks, freezes, and melts again in a cycle that warps the original shape further and further

beyond recognition.

Dad’s still asleep, and there are a few chores mom wants to get done outside, so she tells

me to “make myself at home.” I don’t know if that’s a joke or a warning. Each time I came back

from college for summer, the place would shift around and take on a new, frightful life, but

surely it couldn’t get much worse? Coats bulge from the rack just inside the heavy

faux-mahogany door, and clip against the knob as I push inside. Shoes trip me immediately, and

the air shifts from the absolute nothing that snow smells like to a light mildew. My coat and

shoes get lost inside the miasma of extra clothing that clogs the entrance like plaque in an artery.

“Home sweet home,” I mutter to the indoor cat I’ve known since my late highschool

years, curled into a ball amongst the boots and sneakers, sound asleep.

I open the packed fridge and give in to habits picked up from a middle-class college

budget: prioritize tupperware containers. Leftovers go bad faster than the unopened stuff, and

much faster than the applesauce or cupboard food. Dry goods are for emergencies, or when I’m

just really hungry. I take a bite of pear and find it fermented into low-grade alcohol—the labels I

remember my mom used to tape to the plastic aren’t on any of these. The juice that gets past

stings a little bit, and I’m in some denial. I don’t drink much, so that was clearly just some of the

shock from seeing the house’s interior manifested in a strange, neurotic way. I finish the pear

skewered at the end of the dull silver fork, swallow, and the strong, sickly sweet fermentation of

the fruit gone bad confirms a few things. A few quick glances over my shoulders, and the juice is

down the drain, poured between the mountains of dishes in either kitchen sink—the pears

themselves are tossed with the rest of the rotted food and waste we keep on paper plates to take
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outside for the wild animals. Value can be found in everything, but the juice isn’t worth the

squeeze if it’s alcohol. Maybe a walk would be easier.

A broken flashlight dislodges from an aged winter-coat pocket as I take my own from the

bulge with a little too much force. I scramble to catch the dull-yellow stick of plastic, but fumble,

and it hits the muted-red tile floor. My brain preempts a little plastic and glass crash, but a cheap,

hollow thud registers instead. My dad has plenty of tools lying around the garage outside, and

not-so-secretly piled in the basement, but would never part with any, as they still “had uses.” I

can tell by the weight of this faded, knock-off brand, excuse for a product that it has no batteries,

and upon closer inspection, doesn’t even have a bulb. Completely empty of use, but here it is. No

markings suggesting sentimental value; it wasn’t a gift, or an heirloom, nor a novelty item, and

certainly was not a tool anymore. It was just trash. I really need air.

My folks live in the “middle of nowhere,” which means you don’t need to worry about

anyone else. There’s little crime that’s brought about by people you don’t know out here, and

aside from hunters that get too insistent on scoping out your land for potential bucks, you can be

alone with your thoughts. This also means unless you have distractions in mind, you have to be

alone with your thoughts. The yard is as deformed as the driveway; the mole problems my father

complained about as I grew up never abated. A hodge-podge of home-remedy solutions mixed

with commercially available poisons were soaked into the earth, but the lumpy veins still ran in

haphazard patterns around the house. Dad escalated to more expensive chemical agents, but after

one of the cats caught a poisoned mole and died, mom called a stop to any top-shelf killers.

Things just stagnated.

The nostalgia of walking on top of these tunnels through the yard was a nice little mental

hideaway from going back inside. I can remember what it felt like to run around outside in the
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summer half of the year, what it was like to have so much space. A dog would sometimes run

around with me. We had a few different dogs over the course of the years I spent in primary and

secondary school. I didn’t know how it felt to move from a house with animals in it to a sterile

room until I went to college, and I also didn’t know how it felt to manage my own space. The

route I took led me around the house, and I could see the boxes pushed up against the broken

venetian blinds of multiple rooms, one of which used to be mine. Lights were kept on at nearly

all times, even if you couldn’t get more than a few feet into any given room. I really never

understood why. With plenty of crushed molehills underfoot, I stopped short of the path that cuts

through the forested part of my parent’s property. I think I’m done.

By the time I re-piled my overclothes into the mass at the entrance, my dad was awake

and food was ready. My dad carried mail for the Post Office a majority of his life, and before

that, he was in a poor family of nine, one that clawed into middle class thanks to a lot of people

working multiple jobs. He’s a tired old man now, at least his body’s tired. He moves with lots of

creaks and without much direction. The only part of him that seems alive are his green eyes;

bloodshot in the constant frenzy of taking endless stock. He gave me those eyes. He speaks the

same way towards everybody—affable enough “hello”s and the same “How have you been”s

that made it easy to work the same droll jobs nearly every day. His father loved Baseball like a

favorite son, and shared that with any of the seven children that would listen when he could find

a spare hour between sleep and work, which came few and far between before he passed away in

a house full of things. My dad has trouble with self-expression, but spending isn’t hard, in fact,

it’s made to be one of the easiest things a person can do.

My mom made spaghetti and garlic bread. She still works as a “nutritional custodian,” or

the title she prefers, “lunch lady.” She likes to stay busy. My mom grew up in a poor family of
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eleven, one that fractured and had to deal with the relatively early deaths of both parents from

smoking complications and alcoholism. Taking care of others doesn’t cost money to some

people, and my mother was one of those people. She spends every penny on her animals, and on

her family, which means I grew up spoiled, just like my sister.

While me and my sister don’t really speak anymore, we both recognize that I’ll be the

one to handle the house and all the stuff packed inside of it when our parents die. It’s the least I

could do, and one of the many reasons I accept invitations like this one.

Mom and dad take the occasional, thoroughly “un-Minnesotan,” passive-aggressive jab at

one-another’s habits of collection, but it never gets past the usual fare:

“She spends more time with the cats and dog than with me.”

“He’s got more boxes than I’ve got pets.”

Joke about the issue, never address it seriously, and it goes away, as if by magic. Almost

an hour, counted out minute by minute, not quite second by second. Back and forth, never

getting louder or quieter. They both know they have problems, and they both know I’ll be the

one to solve them post-mortem. It’s just how things are, and there’s always room for more stuff.

People are getting better and better at separating money from wallets, trust me.

After dinner is done, my dad hugs me and retires to his room upstairs. Judging by the

windows, there’s not enough room for more than just him up there. Mom probably still sleeps on

the living room couch with the indoor cat and the newest dog. There’s always the awful part of

my brain, the one that’s grown vindictive and bitter after fermenting in this house, that wonders

if this will be the last visit, if that will be the last dog, or the last box of Baseball cards. A tiny bet

rings up in mind before I shove it away and try to feel disgusted with myself.
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I cannot stay the night, as there is not enough space for me to sleep normally. I hug my

mom, she tells me “thank you,” and begin to sift through clothes until I find my stuff. She knows

any thanks are extending posthumously at this point. We’d see one another again when someone

ended up in a box, maybe sooner if I couldn’t come up with a good excuse. There could be some

moment hidden away inside the piles of products and comfort stored in this house. There could

be the root of traumas from lives nearly three times longer than my own deep inside the stuff, but

I’ve already tried looking for it, and each time I come back, there’s more in between me and that

supposed truth. All I see now is a house full of re-sellable goods, and what a damn fine job I’m

going to do when that day comes. I remember that useless junk in the shell of a flashlight, and

place it back in the same ratty coat it fell from, trying to escape. I’ll be back for you, anyway.

When the migration life is taking out of the house completes, and I can tweak and move and

throw away and burn and give out and secretly keep whatever I fucking want, I’ll say, “you’re

welcome.”

But for now, I think I’m done.
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